Abstract. Let X be a Noetherian separated and finite dimensional scheme over a field K of characteristic zero. The goal of this paper is to study deformations of X over a differential graded local Artin K -algebra by using local Tate-Quillen resolutions, i.e., the algebraic analog of the Palamodov's resolvent of a complex space. The above goal is achieved by describing the DG-Lie algebra controlling deformation theory of a diagram of differential graded commutative algebras, indexed by a direct Reedy category.
Introduction
Let X be a Noetherian separated and finite dimensional scheme over a field K of characteristic zero. The goal of this paper is to study deformations of X over a differential graded local Artin K -algebra by using local Tate-Quillen resolutions, i.e., the algebraic analog of the Palamodov's resolvent of a complex space.
It is well known (see e.g. [25] ) that if X = Spec(S) is affine, then the deformations of X are the same as the deformations of S in the category of commutative algebras. The latter are studied by using a Tate-Quillen resolution R → S, and are controlled by the DG-Lie algebra Der where N denotes the nerve of the cover; the deformation theory of X is equivalent to the one of S · .
Since Tate-Quillen resolutions are cofibrant objects in the model category CDGA
≤0
K of commutative differential (non-positively) graded algebras, it is natural to consider S · as an element of the category Fun(N , CDGA where each S α is considered as a DG-algebra concentrated in degree 0.
Since N is a (direct) Reedy category then Fun(N , CDGA ≤0 K ) is endowed with the Reedy model structure (see Section 3) that is strong left proper (Proposition 3.1), in the sense of [19] , briefly recalled here in Definition 2.1. According to the results of [19] there exists a good deformation theory in strong left proper model categories that, among the other properties, is homotopy invariant: in our particular case the deformation theory of any diagram R · gives a "deformation" functor Def R· : DGArt
K → Set, and for any diagram P · weak equivalent to R · we have an isomorphism of functors Def P· ≃ Def R· .
It is easy to prove (Lemma 5.2) that the restriction of Def S· to the subcategory of local Artin algebras concentrated in degree 0 is the same as the classical deformation functor of X. Therefore the above facts provide a natural way to define deformations of X over general DG-Artin local ring in non-positive degrees; moreover we can replace the diagram S · with any weak equivalent Reedy cofibrant diagram. It is worth to notice that the algebraic analog of the Palamodov's resolvent [21, 22] is in fact a special case of Reedy cofibrant replacement.
Finally, for any Reedy cofibrant diagram R · , we shall be able to prove (Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.5) that the functor Def R· is controlled by the DG-Lie algebra of derivations of R · .
The proposed proof strongly relies on the results of [19] , where deformations of affine schemes were considered. More precisely, we show that the ideas developed in [19] in order to understand the deformation theory of an affine (differential graded) scheme can be easily adapted to the non-affine case. Philosophically, we can say that the approach to deformation theory via model categories presented in this paper and in [19] , gives not only similar statements in the affine and non-affine case, but also the same underlying ideas and strategies in the proofs.
The same approach leads to the description of the cotangent complex as a certain homotopy class of S · -modules, namely the module of Kähler differentials of a cofibrant replacement (see Section 7) . This description relies on the results of [20] , where it is proved that the homotopy category of S · -modules is equivalent to the unbounded derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X.
Deformations of morphisms in strong left proper model categories
The goal of this section is to fix notation and to review some results of [19] . Let M be a fixed model category. For every object A ∈ M the symbols A ↓ M and M A both denote the undercategory of maps A → B, B ∈ M. Every morphism A → B induces a push-out functor − ∐ A B : M A → M B which preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations. Thus, in a strong left proper model category, the push-out along a cofibration preserves trivial cofibrations and trivial fibrations; hence preserves weak equivalences, i.e. the model category is left proper. Conversely, a left proper model category may not be strong: for instance, the category of topological spaces endowed with the usual model structure is left proper but not strong left proper.
We refer to [19] for a deeper discussion about flat morphisms and for the proof that the class of flat morphisms is closed under composition, push-outs and retracts. An object X in M is called flat if the morphism from the initial object to X is flat; clearly a morphism A → M is flat as a morphism in M if and only if it is flat as an object in the undercategory A ↓ M.
According to [19, Cor. 3.4] 
an isomorphism), then also h is a weak equivalence (respectively: an isomorphism).
For instance, in the model category CDGA
≤0
K every surjective morphism with nilpotent kernel is a thickening [19, Prop. 3.5] : the name thickening is clearly motivated by the analogous notion for algebraic schemes [4, 8.1.3] .
such that f A is flat and the induced map X A ∐ A K → X is a weak equivalence. A direct equivalence is given by a commutative diagram
where h is a weak equivalence. Two deformations are equivalent if they are so under the equivalence relation generated by direct equivalences.
We denote either by Def f (A 
In strong left proper model categories it is possible to describe the class of deformations exclusively in terms of cofibrations. 
such that f A is a cofibration and the induced map X A ∐ A K → X is a weak equivalence.
The diagrams (2.2) and
with g A a cofibration, represent the same equivalence class of deformations of f if and only if there exists a commutative diagram
with the horizontal arrows trivial cofibrations.
The assumption that p is a thickening is essential for the validity of the following theorem. If τ is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, then for every thickening A → K, the natural map
is bijective.
Theorem 2.5 implies that it is properly defined the deformation theory of any morphism f : K → Y by setting Def f = Def τ f , where τ : Y → X is any weak equivalence into a fibrant object X. At the same time, Theorem 2.5 implies that deformation theory (along a thickening) is invariant under fibrant-cofibrant replacements of f in the undercategory M K : for every diagram
with X fibrant, i cofibration, β fibration and α, β weak equivalences, the morphisms f and i have the same deformation theory. The deformation functor is homotopy invariant also from thickening side, in the sense described in the following proposition (cf. the notion of quasismoothness for extended deformation functors defined in [18] ). 
with f A a cofibration and q a trivial fibration. The push-out of f A along h gives a diagram
and since M is left proper, the map r (the push-out of h along the cofibration f A ) is a weak equivalence. By the 2 of 3 property also the map s is a weak equivalence between B-flat objects. Finally, since weak equivalences between flat objects are preserved under push-out [19] , the diagram A fA − − → X A → X is a deformation mapped by h into a deformation equivalent to B fB − − → X B → X; this proves the surjectivity of h. In view of Proposition 2.4, for the proof of the injectivity it is not restrictive to consider two
We have already noticed that X A → X A ∐ A B is a weak equivalence and then it admits a factorisation
A is a cofibration the weak equivalence φ can be lifted to a weak equivalence X ′ A → Y A and then the deformation A
Diagrams over direct Reedy categories
Let C be a (non empty) direct Reedy category. This means that C is a small category and there exists a degree function Ob(C) → N such that every non-identity morphism raises degree. In particular, every object a has only the identity as a morphism a → a.
Examples of direct Reedy categories are:
(1) the category − → ∆ of finite ordinals with injective strictly monotone maps. (2) the category associated to a Reedy poset: by definition a Reedy poset is a partially ordered set I such that there exists a strictly monotone map deg : I → N, i.e. deg(α) < deg(β) whenever α < β. (3) every finite product of direct Reedy categories is a direct Reedy category, equipped with the degree function deg(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = deg(a i ). From non on we shall denote by C a fixed direct Reedy category. As usual we shall denote by Map(C) the category of maps in C: objects are the morphisms in C, morphisms are the commutative squares. We are mainly interested in the following full subcategories of Map(C):
(1) for every a ∈ C denote by [C, a] the full subcategory of Map(C) whose objects are the morphisms b → a. This is naturally isomorphic to the overcategory C ↓ a. (2) for every a ∈ C denote by [C, a) the full subcategory of Map(C) whose objects are the non-identity morphisms b → a. This is naturally isomorphic to the latching category ∂(C ↓ a) defined in [12] . Let M be a fixed model category. For every diagram X : C → M and every a ∈ C we may consider the diagram
The latching object of X at a is defined as the colimit of the diagram L a X:
and the latching map of X at a is the natural map L a X → X a induced by the natural maps
The Reedy model structure on the category M C of diagrams X : C → M, also denoted by Fun(C, M), is defined as follows:
(1) a morphism X → Y is a weak-equivalence (respectively, fibration) if for every a ∈ C the morphism X a → Y a is a weak equivalence (respectively, fibration). (2) a morphism X → Y is a cofibration if for every a ∈ C the natural morphism
C is left proper, [12, Thm. 15.3.4] . It is important to point out that Reedy model structures commute with undercategories and overcategories in the following sense: denoting by ∆ : M → M C the diagonal functor, for any object A ∈ M there exist canonical isomorphisms of model categories
This is completely trivial since the above natural isomorphisms of categories preserve weak equivalences and fibrations. Since our goal is to make deformation theory in M C we need to characterise the flat morphisms.
Proof. Let X → Y be a morphism in M C , since push-outs and pull-backs are made objectwise, and trivial fibrations are detected objectwise, it is clear that if every X a → Y a is flat, then also X → Y is flat.
If M is strong left proper and X → Y is a cofibration in M C , we have seen that X a → Y a is a cofibration for every a ∈ C, hence X a → Y a is flat for every a and therefore also X → Y is flat. Proof. One implication is proved in Proposition 3.1. The converse is an easy consequence of the fact that the diagonal functor ∆ : M → M C preserves pull-back squares of trivial fibrations and pull-back squares in M C are detected objectwise. Proof. Since the diagonal functor ∆ commutes with push-outs, its application to the diagram (2.1) immediately implies that if ∆A → ∆K is a thickening then A → K is a thickening. If ∆A → Y is flat, then for every a ∈ C we have
and the morphism A → Y a is flat by Lemma 3.2: this implies that that if A → K is a thickening then ∆A → ∆K is a thickening.
Thus, according to Proposition 3.1 and the results of Section 2, there exists a good deformation theory of diagrams in a strong left proper model category M over a direct Reedy index category C.
If we restrict to diagonal thickenings in M C , i.e. to thickenings of the form ∆A → ∆K with A → K a thickening in M, by Corollary 3.3 we obtain the following equivalent description of deformations.
such for every a ∈ C the map f a : A → X a is flat and the map X a ∐ A K → X a is a weak equivalence.
The main goal of this paper is to study deformations of a diagram with values in the strong left proper model category CDGA 
Lifting of trivial idempotents
By definition, a trivial idempotent in a model category is an endomorphism e : X → X which is a weak equivalence satisfying e 2 = e. The next goal is to prove a lifting result for trivial idempotents that will be essential for the computation of the DG-Lie algebra controlling deformations of diagrams of algebras over direct Reedy categories. We first need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a left proper model category and C a direct Reedy category. Assume it is given a Reedy cofibration i : P → R, an element a ∈ C and a trivial idempotent e : L a R → L a R such that ei = i. Then
is a trivial idempotent.
Proof. For every diagram X in M C and every a ∈ C we may write L a X = colim L a X, where
and this implies that the latching functor
preserves fibrations, cofibrations and weak equivalences.
In particular L a P → L a R is a Reedy cofibration, and taking its push-out along the natural map L a P → ∆P a we get a Reedy cofibration
Pa . For every b → a, since P b → R b is a cofibration and M is left proper, by gluing lemma the idempotent e : P a ∐ P b R b → P a ∐ P b R b is a weak equivalence. Since [C, a) has fibrant constants, the colimit functor colim : M [C,a) Pa → M Pa preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects and the conclusion follows from the natural isomorphism
that holds since colimits commute with push-outs.
We are now ready to use Lemma 4.1 together [19, Theorem 6.12] in order to prove the main result of this section. For every morphism A → B in CDGA Proof. By induction on the degree of objects in C it is sufficient to prove that if the trivial idempotent e A as in the theorem is defined for the restriction of Y : C → CDGA
≤0
A to a full subcategory B ⊂ C, then e A can be extended to the restriction of Y to the full subcategory B ∪ {a}, where a ∈ C − B is any element of minimum degree; this implies in particular that b ∈ B for every non-identity morphism b → a.
The trivial idempotent of Y |B induces a trivial idempotent on L a Y and then, according to Lemma 4.1, we have a trivial idempotent
Since the reduction of L a e along B extends to the trivial idempotent ǫ a of Y a ⊗ A B, according to [19, Theorem 6.12] there exists trivial idempotent e a : Y a → Y a lifting ǫ a end extending L a e.
As in [19, Section 6] , Theorem 4.2 has a number of important consequences on the lifting of factorisations and the push-out of deformations along trivial cofibrations. We write here only the statements, since the proofs are exactly the same, mutatis mutandis, of the corresponding results of the above mentioned paper. For simplicity, we shall call (C,FW)-factorisation and (CW,F)-factorisation the two functorial factorisations given by model category axioms. 
lifts to a (C,FW)-factorisation of f . In other words, for every factorisation
, where the upper row reduces to the bottom row applying the functor − ⊗ A B and the vertical morphisms are the natural projections. 
lifts to a (CW,F)-factorisation of f . In other words, for every factorisation
Corollary 4.6 (cf. [19, Cor. 6.16] ). Let A ∈ DGArt
K and consider a flat diagram P ∈ Fun(C, CDGA ≤0 A ). For every trivial cofibration f :
A ) such that P ⊗ A K = P and a lifting of f to a trivial cofibration f : P → Q.
5.
The DG-Lie algebra controlling deformations of diagrams of DG-algebras over direct Reedy categories.
Let C be a fixed direct Reedy category. We have already pointed out at the end of Section 3 that the general deformation theory of morphisms in strong left proper model categories applies to any diagram X ∈ Fun(C, CDGA ≤0 K ) and to every diagonal thickening of Artin type ∆A → ∆K , A ∈ DGArt ≤0 K . In this case, for every A ∈ DGArt ≤0 K the trivial deformation is defined as a deformation equivalent to the push-out along ∆K → ∆A: in other words, the trivial deformation of X along A is represented by the diagram of differential graded algebras a → X a ⊗ K A.
For simplicity of notation we shall talk of deformations of X over A intending deformations over ∆A → ∆K .
It is useful to introduce the notion of strict deformation: a strict deformation of a di-
and it is immediate from definitions and Nakayama's lemma that whenever X and A are concentrated in degree 0, then D X (A) are precisely the "classical" deformations of X over A.
Example 5.1 (Deformations of idempotent morphisms). The following trick transform the problem of deformation of an object equipped with an idempotent endomorphism, into the deformation problem of a diagram over a direct Reedy category. Denote by C the full subcategory of − → ∆ having as objects the 3 finite ordinals [0], [1] , [2] . We can visualise C as a quiver with relations:
It is immediate to see that for any category M, every diagram F : C → M such that F (δ i ) is an isomorphism whenever i > 0, is isomorphic to a diagram of the form:
If M is the category of (non-graded) commutative K -algebras, since isomorphisms are preserved under strict deformations, there exists a natural bijection between strict deformations of the diagram (5.2) and deformations of the pair (R, e).
As pointed out in [19] , the functor of strict deformations is not homotopy invariant and then it is not the right object to consider: however it is very useful in order to relate the functor Def X with classical deformations and with solutions of Maurer-Cartan equations. 
A ) is a deformation of X, then by the standard criterion of flatness in terms of relations [1, 25] we have that for every a ∈ C the A-algebra H 0 (X a ) is flat and the projection X a → H 0 (X a ) is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore H 0 (X ) belongs to D X (A) and it is equivalent to X ; this implies that D X (A) → Def X (A) is surjective. 
such that σ, ι are Reedy trivial cofibrations. In order to prove that A → X A → X is isomorphic to A → Y A → X, we use the fact that, since σ is a trivial cofibration, the diagram of solid arrows
commutes, and the reduction πι :
To conclude observe that A → K is a thickening and then π • ι is an isomorphism too.
Surjectivity. By Proposition 2.4 it is sufficient to prove that every deformation
with i a Reedy cofibration is equivalent to a strict deformation. Thus X A ⊗ A K π − → X is a weak equivalence of Reedy cofibrant diagrams and then, by the standard argument used in Ken Brown's lemma there exists a commutative diagram / / X where j is the natural push-out map and g is an isomorphism of diagrams of graded algebras.
Proof. Consider the polynomial algebra
] is a morphism of DG-algebras, while the natural projection β :
A is a morphism of graded algebras; moreover βα is the identity on A. Since X → X is pointwise surjective, the induced morphism
] is a trivial fibration, we have a commutative diagram
and we can take g as the composition ofg and Id ⊗β. In order to prove that g is an isomorphism we can forget the differential everywhere and observe that the projection A → K remains a thickening.
We can rephrase Lemma 5.4 by saying that every strict deformation over A of a cofibrant diagram X is obtained by perturbing the differential of the trivial deformation X ⊗ K A. Conversely every diagram X of A-algebras obtained perturbing the differential of X ⊗ K A is pointwise flat by [19, Prop. 7.6 ] and then X is a strict deformation of X; (notice that this last point is false if the algebras are not concentrated in non-positive degrees, see [19, Rem. 7.9] ).
Recall that for every R ∈ CDGA ≤0 K , the DG-Lie algebra of derivations of R is denoted by Der *
the bracket is the graded commutator and the differential is the adjoint operator of the differential of R. We can extend naturally the above notion to every diagram R ∈ Fun(C, CDGA ≤0 K ); for every morphism f : a → b in C we shall denote by R f : R a → R b the induced morphism of differential graded algebras. Then we define
as the DG-Lie subalgebra of sequences {α a } a∈C such that for every morphism f :
Any DG-Lie algebra L over the field K induces a functor
K → Set defined in the usual way as the quotient of Maurer-Cartan element modulus gauge action [11, 18] :
which in turn induces a deformation functor Def Der * K (R,R) : Art K → Set. In the following result we denote by MC Der * K (R,R) (A) the set of Maurer-Cartan elements, i.e.
Theorem 5.5. Let C be a direct Reedy category, let R ∈ Fun(C, CDGA ≤0 K ) be a Reedy cofibrant diagram and denote by D R the functor of strict deformations of R. Then for every A ∈ DGArt ≤0 K there exists a natural bijection
Proof. We first notice that, according to [19, Prop. 7.7] every diagram of type (R ⊗ K A, d R + ξ), with ξ ∈ MC Der * K (R,R) (A) is flat over A and then it is a strict deformation of R, while by Lemma 5.4 every strict deformation is of this type.
The conclusion follows by observing that, the gauge equivalence corresponds to isomorphisms of diagrams of algebras whose reduction to the residue field is the identity. In fact, given such an isomorphism ϕ A : R A → R ′ A we can write ϕ A = id +η A for some η A ∈ Hom 0 K (R, R) ⊗ K m A . Now, since K has characteristic 0, we can take the logarithm to obtain ϕ A = e θA for some θ A ∈ Der Example 5.7 (Deformations of algebra morphisms). The first application of the above results concerns deformations of a morphism of DG-algebras f : B → C. We choose a cofibrant resolution p : P → B, followed by a factorisation of f p as a cofibration i : R → S and a trivial fibration q : S → C. Then i : R → S is a Reedy cofibrant resolution of the diagram f : B → C and the DG-Lie algebra controlling deformations of f is given by
If one is interested to deformations where both B, C remain fixed, i.e., to morphisms of DG-algebras of type B ⊗ A → C ⊗ A reducing to f modulus m A we need to consider the homotopy fibre of the inclusion of DG-Lie algebras L → Der * K (R, R) × Der * K (S, S).
The Reedy-Palamodov resolvent and deformations of schemes
Let X be a separated scheme over a field K of characteristic 0 and let {U i } i∈I an affine open cover of X. The nerve N of the covering is a Reedy poset with the cardinality as degree function. Denoting as usual by U {i1,...,i k } = U i1 ∩· · · ∩U i k , since every U α , α ∈ N , is an affine open subset, the geometry of X is completely determined by the diagram of K -algebras
Since the trivial algebra 0 is the final object in the category CDGA
≤0
K the restriction of S · to the nerve is useful but no strictly necessary: the same works if S · is defined on the entire family of finite subsets of I, with S α = 0 whenever U α = ∅.
A deformation of X over a local Artin ring A ∈ Art K can be interpreted as the data of a deformation over A of every open subset U i together with a deformation of the corresponding descent data. In other words, there exists a natural bijection between isomorphism classes of deformations of the scheme X and isomorphism classes of deformations of the diagram
Equivalently there exists a natural bijection between isomorphism classes of deformations of X and isomorphism classes of strict deformations of the diagram S · .
Definition 6.1. A Reedy-Palamodov resolvent of X, relative to an affine open cover with nerve N is a Reedy cofibrant resolution of the diagram S · of (6.1).
In particular, the results of previous sections apply to this situation and then Der * K (R, R) is the DG-Lie algebra controlling deformations of X, where R :
The name Reedy-Palamodov resolvent is clearly motivated by the large amount of common features with the usual resolvent considered in deformation theory of complex analytic spaces. In fact, a Reedy cofibrant resolution of X over the nerve N is a morphism of diagrams R → S · over N characterised by the following (redundant) list of properties:
(1) for every α ∈ N we have H j (R α ) = 0 for every j = 0 and H 0 (R α ) ∼ = Γ(U α , O X ); (2) for every α ∈ N the DG-algebra R α ∈ CDGA ≤0 K is cofibrant, and the natural map colim
Replacing in the above characterization cofibrations with semifree extensions and cofibrant algebra with semifree algebra, we recover precisely the algebraic analogue of Palamodov's resolvent [21, 22] , also called free DG-algebra resolution in [3, 5] . Thus we have proved the following result. Theorem 6.2. Let X be a separated scheme over a field K of characteristic 0 and let R ∈ Fun(N , CDGA ≤0 K ) be a Reedy-Palamodov resolvent of X. Then the DG-Lie algebra Der * K (R, R) controls the functor of infinitesimal deformations of X. Writing down explicitly the resolvent can be very hard: in the following two illustrating examples we consider the smooth and the cuspidal rational curve.
The arguments used above generalise without difficulty to every morphism of separated schemes. Given any morphism f : X → Y of separated schemes we can find a family of pairs {(U i , V i )} i∈I such that:
(1) the family {U i } is an affine open cover of X, (2) the family {V i } is an affine open cover of Y ; (3) f (U i ) ⊂ V i for every i. We then define the nerve N as the family of finite subsets α ⊂ I such that V α = ∅. Then the data X, Y, f is encoded by the diagram
. By definition of the Reedy model structure, a diagram Q α,j , α ∈ N , j = 0, 1, over N × {0 → 1} is cofibrant if and only if for every α ∈ N the maps
are cofibrations. Therefore Q α,j is cofibrant if and only if Q α,0 is cofibrant and Q ·,0 → Q ·,1 is a cofibration.
In particular if R α,j , α ∈ N , j = 0, 1, is a resolvent for f : X → Y , i.e., a Reedy cofibrant resolution of S (·,·) , then R ·,0 is a resolvent of Y , R ·,1 is a resolvent of X and R ·,0 → R ·,1 is a cofibration, cf. Example 5.7.
The same considerations hold, mutatis mutandis, for every diagram X : C op → Schemes of separated schemes over the opposite of a direct Reedy category: for simplicity of notation, for every morphism f : a → b in C we shall use the same symbol f : X b → X a to denote the corresponding morphism of schemes X(f ). Here the role of affine open subsets is played by elements
The fact that C is Reedy direct easily implies that there exists a "covering" {U i,· } of X made by elements as above, with corresponding nerve N . Finally the deformations of the diagram of schemes X are the same as the deformations of the diagram of algebras
that can be studied as in Section 5, since N × C is direct Reedy.
The tangent and cotangent complexes
It is well known that to every noetherian separated finite-dimensional scheme X over K are associated the tangent and cotangent complexes. Given a Reedy-Palamodov resolvent R of X, the tangent complex is the class of Der * (R, R) in the homotopy category of DG-Lie algebras, and then by Theorem 6.2 it controls the deformation theory of X. Its cohomology T * (X) is called tangent cohomology [21, 22] ; by general results about deformation theory via DG-Lie algebras, T 1 (X) is the space of (classical) first order deformations, while T 2 (X) is the space of (classical) obstructions, cf. [21, Thm. 5.1 and Thm. 5.2].
The cotangent complex L X is an object in the (unbounded) derived category of quasicoherent sheaves and it can be used to compute the tangent cohomology by the formula
; moreover L X has coherent cohomology and therefore each T i (X) is finite dimensional whenever X is proper.
If X = Spec(S) is an affine K -scheme, then its cotangent complex is defined (up to quasi-isomorphism) as the sheaf associated to the S-module Ω R/K ⊗ R S:
where R → S is a cofibrant replacement in CDGA ≤0 K and Ω R/K denotes the DG-module of Kähler differentials over R.
According to [3, 5] it is possible to describe a representative of the cotangent complex in terms of a Reedy-Palamodov resolvent also in the non affine case. Our goal is to present another construction relying on a certain model for a DG-enhancement for the unbounded derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves described in [20] .
Recall that for every DG-algebra S ∈ CDGA
≤0
K there exists a model structure on the category DGMod(S) of DG-modules where ( [7, 13] ):
• weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms,
• fibrations are degreewise surjective morphisms, • a complex F ∈ DGMod(S) is cofibrant if and only if for every cospan F f − → G g ← − H with g a surjective quasi-isomorphism there exists a lifting h : F → H such that f = gh, • every complex is fibrant, • cofibrations are degreewise split injective morphisms with cofibrant cokernel. Now, let X be a Noetherian separated finite-dimensional scheme over a field K , fix an open affine covering {U i } i∈I together with its nerve N as defined in Section 6; consider the following diagram
as already defined in (6.1). A S · -module consists of the following data:
Notice that in the above definition each map f αβ : F α ⊗ Sα S β → F β is equivalent to its adjoint morphism F α → F β in DGMod(S α ), where the S α -module structure on F β is given by S α → S β .
A morphism ϕ : F → G between S · -modules is the datum of a collection of morphisms {ϕ α : F α → G α } α∈N such that the diagram
We shall denote by Hom S· (F , G) the set of such morphisms, and by Mod(S · ) the category of S · -modules.
The objects we are mainly interested in are quasi-coherent S · -modules. 
is a quasi-isomorphism of DG-modules over S β .
We shall denote by QCoh(S · ) the full subcategory of quasi-coherent S · -modules. Notice that the subcategory of quasi-coherent S · -modules is closed both under (C, F W )-factorisations and (CW, F )-factorisations, so that it is well-defined the homotopy category Ho(QCoh(S · )) as the Verdier quotient of cofibrant quasi-coherent S · -modules modulo the class of quasiisomorphisms. Moreover, there is a natural inclusion functor Ho(QCoh(S · )) → Ho(Mod(S · )). Definition 7.1 is motivated by the following result, which was proven in [20, Thm. 3.9 and Thm. 5.7] . Theorem 7.2. The category Mod(S · ) admits a model structure where both fibrations and weak equivalences are detected levelwise. Moreover, there exists an equivalence of triangulated categories
where Ho(QCoh(S · )) denotes the homotopy category of quasi-coherent S · -modules.
For a detailed discussion of the quasi-inverse of the equivalence above we refer to [20] . Here we only point out that the equivalence Υ * commutes in the natural way with restriction to subcoverings. If N ⊂ N is the nerve of a subcovering andS · : N → CDGA ≤0 K is the corresponding diagram, the natural restriction map QCoh(S · ) → QCoh(S · ) is a properly defined exact functor and by Theorem 7.2 the induced map Ho(QCoh(S · )) → Ho(QCoh(S · )) is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
By virtue of Theorem 7.2, it is convenient to describe the tangent and cotangent complexes in terms of S · -modules. To this aim we first need to introduce the global analogue of derivations and of Kähler differentials.
Global derivations and global Kähler differentials.
This subsection is devoted to introduce the global versions of derivations and Kähler differentials, in order to define the (homotopy classes of) tangent and cotangent complexes in terms of S · -modules via the equivalence of Theorem 7.2.
We begin by defining for every morphism η :
the subset of sequences {α a } a∈C such that for every morphism f : a → b we have P f α b = α a R f , and the structure of R a -module on P a is induced by η. Notice that this is consistent with (5.3). Similarly one can define
It is clear that every diagram R Recall that by [10, 24] for any given S ∈ CDGA ≤0 K , the functor of Kähler differentials admits a Quillen right adjoint given by the trivial extension:
This adjoint pair easily generalizes to the case of diagrams. Let X be a Noetherian separated finite-dimensional scheme over a field K , fix an open affine covering {U i } i∈I together with its nerve N as defined in Section 6. Now consider the corresponding diagram
as in (6.1). Then define the functor Ω
• Mod ≤0 (S · ) ⊆ Mod(S · ) denotes the full subcategory of S · -modules concentrated in non-negative degrees; it admits a model structure such that any cofibrant object X ∈ Mod ≤0 (S · ) is also cofibrant when regarded as an object in Mod(S · ), [20, Rem. 3.11] .
• Ω N R ⊗ R S · α = Ω Rα ⊗ Rα S α for every R ∈ Fun(N , CDGA ≤0 K ) and every α ∈ N .
• for every α ≤ β the map and an easy direct inspection shows that l is surjective. In order to finish the proof it is sufficient to observe that the fibre product of the above cospan is the DG-Lie algebra of derivations of the diagram R → H → S, defined as in (5.3).
Example 7.6 (Derived functor of points). Given a morphism f : B → K in CDGA ≤0 K we are interested to morphisms in the homotopy category
lifting f . Given a cofibrant resolution p : R → B, the above morphisms can be interpreted as deformations of the diagram f p : R → K inducing a trivial deformation of R. Denoting by I ⊂ R the kernel of f p, by Examples 5.7 and 7.5 the corresponding DG-Lie algebra is equal to the homotopy fibre of the inclusion
7.2. The quasi-coherent S · -module corresponding to the cotangent complex. Let X be a Noetherian separated finite-dimensional scheme over a field K , with a fixed open affine covering {U i } i∈I . Consider the diagram S · as above together with a cofibrant replacement
Hence, according to Definition 6.1, R is a Reedy-Palamodov resolvent for X.
Notice that by Lemma 7.4 the tangent complex Der * K (R, R) is well-defined in the homotopy category of DG-Lie algebras, i.e. it does not depend on the Reedy-Palamodov resolvent R. Moreover, it is quasi-isomorphic (as a complex) to Der *
For what concerns the cotangent complex, we shall make use of the equivalence of Theorem 7.2, so that we introduce the definition in terms of the homotopy category of quasicoherent S · -modules. Definition 7.7 (The cotangent complex). In the above notation, define the cotangent complex to be the class [L R ] ∈ Ho(QCoh(S · )), where the S · -module L R is defined by:
Observe that by Remark 7.3 the homotopy class [L R ] does not depend on the choice of the resolvent. Therefore, in order to prove that Definition 7.7 is well-posed we only need to show that the S · -module L R is quasi-coherent in the sense of Definition 7.1. We proceed by proving a series of preliminary lemmas.
The assumptions in the following lemma are motivated by the fact that, if U = Spec(A) is an affine scheme and V = Spec(B) ⊂ U is an open affine subset, then the morphism A → B is flat and the natural map B ⊗ A B → B is an isomorphism. Proof. Let j : S → S ⊗ R S be the push-out of i by itself. We first show that j is a trivial cofibration. By model category axioms cofibrations are closed under pushouts, so that we only need to prove that j is a weak equivalence. Since the category CDGA We are now ready to prove that Definition 7.7 is well-posed. Recall that by Definition 7.1 a S · -module F ∈ Mod(S · ) is called quasi-coherent if the map f αβ : F α ⊗ Sα S β → S β is a quasi-isomorphism for every α ≤ β in N . It is worth to point out that combining Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 7.11 we have that the space of first order deformations is nothing but Ext 
